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                  FOR A SOUND LESS ORDINARY

                  We build reproducing machines to serve music

                                  

              

            

          

        

      

      

      
        
          
            
              
                
                  THE TUNE AUDIO AVATON

                  AVATON is the realization of a five year development project aiming to deliver a no compromise horn loudspeaker for large listening rooms. Long worked the design to create a layout pleasing both the ear and the eye.
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                  THE TUNE AUDIO ANIMA

                  ANIMA's distinguished design is build around it's bass horn which stands tall and fires to the floor. Mid height on the side you have a mid range horn and on top the high range horn. Both bass and mid horns are build from Baltic birch plywood...
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                  THE TUNE AUDIO MARVEL

                  MARVEL, a two way design, compact enough to house a back loaded bass horn driven by a wide range 8" driver. Bass horn fires to the floor and it's build of grade A Baltic birch plywood. Mid frequencies are radiated directly by the cone...
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                  WE USE SELECTED DRIVERS

                  We design our horns and then select the drivers for each task. Not the other way around. That’s why, using drivers from one manufacturer is not our practice. We pick drivers from respected European and Japanese manufacturers and then modify them in house.
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TUNE AUDIO AVATON

REFERENCE HORN LOUDSPEAKER FOR MUSIC LOVERS

AVATON is the realization of a five year development project aiming to deliver a no compromise horn loudspeaker for large listening rooms. 

LEARN MORE







 
   
TUNE AUDIO EPITOME

REFERENCE HORN LOUDSPEAKER FOR MUSIC LOVERS

EPITOME is a trickle down project of the flagship AVATON aiming to deliver a no compromise horn loudspeaker for mid to large listening rooms.

LEARN MORE
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TUNE AUDIO ANIMA

TO REACH THE TOP FIRST WE DIG DEEP TO THE ROOTS.

ANIMA’s  distinguished  design  is  build around it’s bass horn which stands tall and fires to the floor. Mid height …
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TUNE AUDIO MARVEL

THE PURITY OF A SINGLE DRIVER… WITH A BOOST.

MARVEL blends the immediacy of a wide range driver with the speed and control of a bass horn  in a unique balanced…

LEARN MORE
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TUNE AUDIO PRIME

PREMIUM SONICS … WHEN SPACE IS AT A PREMIUM.

PRIME redefines what is possible combining a customized wide range driver to an optimized bass horn. And this with the minimum usage …

LEARN MORE
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TUNE AUDIO PULSE

LISTEN TO WHAT YOU’VE BEEN MISSING.

PULSE active horn subwoofer is designed to reproduce the first octaves of the acoustic spectrum in large …

LEARN MORE
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TUNE AUDIO KION

KION utilizes: 12″ woofer and 100watt embedded amplifier. KION active horn subwoofer is designed to reproduce the first octaves of the acoustic spectrum in large rooms without any limitation. The horn, tuned to the lower…

LEARN MORE







  

  











“I was listening with David Chesky, to a recording made by David Chesky, of a piano played by David Chesky; and we were both looking at each other, shaking our heads. When it was over, we both agreed, this was closest any loudspeaker ever got to reproducing the density and presence of a real piano. I left the room in tears from the experience.”

Munich HighEnd 2018, Herb Reichert @ Stereophile

READ MORE
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CONTACT

				Katsoni Labrou 4, 16673 Voula
Attiki, Greece
	+30 6974770873
	 info@tuneaudio.com
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